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The latest property market update for the Whakatane
region. Helping you with your property decisions.
Whakatane is located in the eastern Bay of Plenty, 80
kilometres east of Tauranga and 89 kilometres northeast
of Rotorua. The District has a little over 10,000 dwellings,
averaging 873m2 in land size.

For most of the last 10 years values had been slowly dropping in the
Kawerau District, until late 2015 when things picked up. With a very
low average value here, now $176k, the recent up-turn in values has
provided some astounding percentage increases.

The average property value in Whakatane District is now $374k, up
7.4% on the previous peak of $348k, finally exceeding this value
mid-way through 2016. Growth throughout 2016 totalled 20.4%,
but there were definite signs of a slowdown in the last half of the
year, culminating in only 2.4% growth in the last three months.

A 60.2% annual increase typifies this and the 17.0% increase over
the final three months of the year dwarfs many areas’ annual
increase, let alone three month change. But the overall dollar value
increase puts this back into some form of context - over the same
period, values have increased just under $66k.

Kawerau is situated 100 km south-east of Tauranga and 58 km east
of Rotorua, and is roughly a 30 minute drive from Whakatane. The
main driver of the economy here is the Pulp and Paper Mill.
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Whakatane Market Update

Ohope Market Update

The Whakatane Township has over 5,000 dwellings with
an average land size of 770m2. The median value of all
these properties is $355k which has increased 16.7% over
the past year.

Ohope is six kilometres east and over the hill from
Whakatane. It is well known for being the favourite
swimming destination for Moko the friendly dolphin in
early 2010.

There were 414 sales in Whakatane in 2016, the highest price being
just over a million dollars at $1.04m. This is very much an extreme
sale for the town however, with the large majority of properties
selling for less than $392k. The median days to sell here was 35 days.

There are over 1,600 dwellings here, with a median value of $650k.
Throughout, and following the Global Financial Crisis, values
decreased and they failed to rebound until 2013 when there was a
slight increase.

In the final three months of the year there were 79 sales that had a
sales price averaging 5.6% above their CV.

It wasn’t until the final quarter of 2015 that any real growth occurred
and at the end of 2016 the annual growth rate was 16.6% and the
quarterly rate was 5.0%. Values have only just reached that of the
previous peak, now sitting 4.2% above it.

Median weekly rent in the town is $340, an increase of 6.3% over the
calendar year. This provides a gross rental yield of 5.0%.

There were 113 sales in Ohope in 2016 with the most expensive sale
achieving a price tag of $1.54 million.
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Edgecumbe Market Update

Kawerau Market Update

Edgecumbe is located 15kms to the west of Whakatane
and is the main service town for the agricultural region
surrounding the plains of the Rangitaiki River, which flows
through the town. It has a population of approximately
1,800 and just fewer than 600 dwellings.

The timber town of Kawerau is the sole town within the
district. The cultural heritage of the town is evident at
Rautahi Marae, where the carved whare nui (meeting
house) represents all the nationalities and tribes of the
community.

The average land size of all properties here is 926m2 and the median
value is $273k. Similar to other towns in the region, it took a long
time for Edgecumbe values to recover post the Global Financial
Crisis. Other than a mini-jump in values over the summer/autumn of
2012/13, which were later eroded, values decreased right up until
the spring of 2015, when exceptional growth occurred.

There are over 2,500 dwellings here with an average land size of
790m2 and a median value of only $167k. Values have increased
significantly over the last 12-16 months after seven years of
continual decrease. Values have recently exceeded their prior peak
in 2008 to now be 10.9% above that peak of $151k. Annual growth
for the 2016 year was 43.0%.

Things do look to have moderated, with a more sensible 2.5%
quarterly growth rate in the final three months of 2016 finishing off
a year that saw values grow 33.6% in total.

There were a total of 249 sales over the year with the maximum
sales price being $444k, but most properties sold for less than
$181k. Properties tended to only be on the market around six weeks
before selling, with the median time on the market being 43 days.

There were 55 sales over the year with the most expensive
being $447k.
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If you’re looking to sell, buy or rent,
we can connect you with your local
LJ Hooker office today.
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Contact Us On:

Whakatane
Realty House Whakatane Ltd
104 The Strand,
Whakatane
P 07 308 8222
F 07 308 8233
whakatane@ljh.co.nz

All LJ Hooker offices are Licensed REAA 2008
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